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Conferencing Today
Conferencing is an indispensable communication tool for today’s global and mobile work environment. However, despite the widespread use of audio, web, and video conferencing, productivity is diminished by technical limitations of the audio that detract from the experience and prevent natural interactions. Meetings too often end up being awkward and inefficient, with users either fatigued by the effort to participate or completely disengaged.

Dolby Voice: Hear Every Dimension
Dolby Voice® transforms conferencing audio quality and improves productivity by giving conference calls and video conferencing the natural sound and feel of an in-person meeting. The solution delivers the high-quality audio people expect from Dolby, using innovative technology that lets participants more easily understand what is being said, determine who is speaking, and participate as if they were all in the same room. Dolby Voice enabled conferencing services provide the best audio experience, one that’s available wherever you work. You can attend on your computer, your mobile phone, and the Dolby® Conference Phone.

Stunningly Clear Audio for More Productive Meetings
For nearly 50 years, Dolby has been studying how our brains process sound. We’ve continually used these findings to develop and deliver innovative audio solutions that have opened new possibilities in cinema, home theater, and broadcast. Now we’ve applied our extensive audio experience to improving business communications.

Dolby Voice uses sophisticated signal processing to deliver stunning audio quality, so conference call sound is no longer noisy, distracting, and hard to follow. You get wideband audio for outstanding fidelity. Extraneous noises are suppressed, so you’ll clearly hear what is being said and not be distracted.

Natural Conversation
The unique Dolby spatial voice separation lets you hear each person from a distinct virtual location. You’ll understand and keep track of who’s speaking, and conversation flows more like it does in face-to-face meetings. Everyone—even those with soft voices—can be heard, so you can easily contribute without having to shout. Dolby Voice also supports simultaneous speech so that participants can talk (and hear) at the same time.

Together, these features promote natural conversational cadence and spontaneous interaction that better engage users. You’ll feel like you’re really in a meeting, not on the end of a phone line. Productivity improves, and distributed teams work more effectively.
The Dolby Conference Phone Brings Everyone into the Room

An integral part of the Dolby Voice solution, the innovative Dolby Conference Phone is the only phone that can extend the full Dolby Voice experience to meeting rooms. It dramatically improves meetings by letting everyone hear clearly and participate naturally, with full-room voice capture that picks up even quiet voices from anywhere in the room. People on the call get stunning audio quality, know who’s speaking, and easily contribute. Remote participants feel like a part of the in-room conversation. Participation increases, and so does productivity.

The touch-screen user interface lets you easily join and manage meetings. This elegant device also brings a modern look to your conference rooms.

Anywhere Access

You can join a Dolby Voice conference from your PC, Mac®, iOS, or Android™ device. Meetings are easy to start and join: simply click on the meeting link from your computer or tap in from the mobile app—you don’t need to find the phone number. You’ll get the same superior experience whether at your desk or on the go—fully engaging from your mobile phone, with no more compromises. To ensure everyone is included, you can also call into a meeting with a traditional phone.

Unified Communications and Conferencing

Dolby Voice works seamlessly with and powerfully enhances unified communications and conferencing solutions. Dolby Voice and the Dolby Conference Phone are integral components of complete solutions for video, web, and audio conferencing. These solutions are available through our service-provider partners.